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Chronology, Publication of Warren Report 

9 Dec 63 	Justice Department sends Warren Commission FBI report on the assassination 

10 Dec 63 	J. Lee Rankin (in paraphrase by NYTimes 11 Dec) says Chief Justice Warren has asked him 
to keep February in mind as a possible target for a report. 

17 Apr 64 	UPI, SF Chronicle: "The Warren Commission may make its report to President Johnson and 
the American people 'some time in June,' Counsel J. lee Rankin said yesterday." 

29 May 	AP 1033 ped "The Commission has set June 30 as target date for completing the report, 
official sources said. 

4 Jun 	NYTimes: "The report will probably be published as a paperbound document by the 
Government Printing Office ... possibly in July or August." 

14 Jun 	Publication date (as listed by Thomson bibliography) of Joachim Joesten's "Oswald, 
Assassin or Fall Guy" 

24 Jun 	AP 1004 ped, quoting statement by Commission: "The Commission has learned of 
published reports to the effect that the report of the Commission will be published within 
the next few days. The Commission wishes to announce that these reports are unfounded." 

26 Jun 	AP 210 acs, "A veteran Warren commission investigator has reappeared [in Dallas and] 
set up offices here and investigated eight persons 

29 Jun 	AP 1110 aed: Various members and others sources estimated privately it will be three to six 
weeks from now (making it 2❑ Jul to 19 Augl and some said quite possibly longer — before 
the document is approved and issued ... Warren has confirmed none of the guesses." 

18 Jul 	President Johnson, questioned in press conferences, would give no indication when report 
would be released. (NYTimes 19 Jul) 

25 Jul 	AP 1009 pes: Quoting Dallas Times Herald "...the report would not be forthcoming before 
Sept I at the earliest." 

28 Jul 	AP 1241 ped: quoting sources well informed on the commission's activities: "The second 
week of September a good guess." 

24 Sep 	Earl Warren presents Commissions Report to President Johnson. 

28 Sep 	Report on sale to the public at Government Printing Office. 


